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The Agreement: 
 
 2011: Belgrade-Pristina Negotiations 
  
 The negotiations are a series of talks between Serbia and Kosovo.  
 The talks  took place in Brussels and were mediated by the EU, rep
 resented by Robert Cooper. Borko Stefanović lead the Belgrade  
 negotiating team and Edita Tahiri lead the Pristina negotiating 
 team. The talks featured three main issues:  
  
 -Regional cooperation 
 -Freedom of movement 
 -Rule of law 
 
 
 2013: The Brussels Agreement, aimed at normalising relations  
 between Serbia and Kosovo, was signed on 19 April 2013 

Statement by the Spokesperson for the UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon on the 
EU-facilitated dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina, 2013: 

The Secretary-General welcomes the landmark agreement between Belgrade and 

Pristina initialed today in Brussels under the auspices of the E.U. High Representa-

tive for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton.   

The Secretary-General congratulates and commends the leaders from both sides 

for their steadfast determination and hopes that the agreement will bring about a 

brighter future and lasting stability to the region.  He also congratulates Lady 

Ashton for her strong efforts and her successful personal role in helping to bring 

about this agreement. 


